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Electronic discovery continues as one of the more complex areas in civil litigation, replete with pitfalls and potholes that can derail the unwary practitioner. In one recent case, a 
federal judge in Maryland ruled in Victor Stanley, Inc. v. Creative Pipe, Inc.1 that the attorney-client privilege did not protect a number of documents that the defendant, Creative 
Pipe, Inc. (“CPI”), said were produced inadvertently to the plaintiff, Victor Stanley, Inc. (“VSI”). The facts underlying the inadvertent production are instructive. 

A Routine Review and Production  
Derailed by Poor Planning 
Following a court order requiring both parties to produce electronically stored information (“ESI”), CPI’s and VSI’s computer forensic experts jointly established a protocol containing 
detailed search and information retrieval instructions and nearly five pages of keyword search terms. After the parties used this protocol to retrieve responsive ESI, CPI reviewed the 
documents to locate materials that were not discoverable due to privilege or work-product protection. Counsel for CPI, however, determined that individualized privilege review of the 
responsive documents would be unduly expensive and would delay production. 

To address this concern, CPI’s counsel used a common approach and developed a list of keywords designed to enable its document identification software to identify automatically, and 
without further consideration, privileged and/or protected documents. CPI’s counsel also requested that the court approve a “clawback” agreement, acknowledging the possibility of 
the inadvertent disclosure of privileged or protected documents and requiring the return of any such documents without a waiver of the applicable privilege or protection. CPI later 
notified the court that because the deadline for production of the documents was extended by four months, CPI would be able to conduct a document-by-document privilege review. 
CPI subsequently abandoned its efforts to obtain the clawback provision in the protective order issued by the court. 

CPI’s ESI contained both text-readable and non-text-readable documents, meaning text could be “reviewed” automatically for privilege on some documents but not on others. To 
conduct its privilege review on these two sets of documents, CPI’s “e-discovery” expert developed a keyword search containing 70 terms to be applied to the text-readable files to 
identify privileged documents. As for the non-text-readable files, the e-discovery expert reviewed only the title page of each document. CPI did nothing more to determine whether 
these documents were privileged. 

After CPI completed the foregoing steps, it made its production to VSI. Shortly after receiving CPI’s production, VSI’s counsel discovered documents that were potentially privileged or 
work-product protected and notified counsel for CPI of the production of those documents. CPI’s counsel responded by asserting that the production of the privileged and protected 
information was inadvertent and requested the immediate return of the documents, which VSI refused. 

In considering whether CPI was entitled to the return of the supposedly inadvertently produced documents as part of the subsequent motion practice, the judge considered the 
reasonableness of CPI’s actions in conducting its privilege review to determine if the production of the privileged documents was “reasonably” inadvertent.2 

The judge ultimately determined that CPI failed to demonstrate that the keyword search it performed on the ESI was reasonable and noted that CPI was aware of the danger of 
inadvertent production of privileged or protected information, initially seeking the protections of a clawback agreement but then abandoning that effort. Accordingly, the judge 
concluded that, although the documents may have been produced unintentionally, because CPI did not demonstrate that it had acted reasonably, their production effectively waived 
any privilege or protection associated with the documents. 

Lessons Learned 
Victor Stanley serves as a cautionary tale to any attorney or client dealing with ESI and highlights: 

the practical safeguards associated with clawback agreements;  

the need to maintain transparency between the parties and the tribunal trying the case; and  

the need to conduct a thorough review of documents prior to production employing a review protocol that is reasonable in terms of identifying privileged documents and isolating 
those documents from production to an adversary.  

The Practical Safeguards Associated  
with Clawback Agreements 
As Victor Stanley delineates, clawback agreements are used to preserve the rights of the producing party when privileged materials are inadvertently disclosed to an opposing party. 
Such disclosure often occurs during discovery when the producing party must turn over vast amounts of both electronic and paper material and conduct an exhaustive privilege review in 

a limited period of time. As with other types of discovery agreements, parties have wide latitude to identify what terms and standards will work best for their particular case.3 The best 
practice for parties seeking to avoid waiver in this situation is to first negotiate the terms of the clawback agreement, taking into consideration the particular characteristics of the 

case, and then to offer a stipulation to the court for entry as a protective order, based upon procedures and a document review protocol that the court will find reasonable.4 

In the absence of an enforceable clawback agreement, courts generally employ one of three tests to determine if an inadvertent disclosure should result in waiver of any applicable 
privilege or protection: 

a strict waiver approach;  

a “middle road approach;” or  

the “to err is human” approach.5  

The First Circuit has not voiced a firm opinion on which of the three tests should be used. Some early District Court decisions employed the strict waiver approach, where any 
inadvertent disclosure of privileged material was held to waive that privilege.6 More recently, however, these courts have recognized the immense burdens that detailed privilege 
review presents to parties engaged in electronic and paper discovery and have trended, therefore, toward applying the “middle test” in the absence of a clawback agreement.6 

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has held that a reasonableness analysis or the “middle test” should be applied to determine if a party producing documents has waived any 
privilege or protection in the event of an inadvertent disclosure.8 

Transparency Between the Parties  
and the Tribunal Trying the Case 
The judge’s ruling in Victor Stanley underscores the need for cooperation between the parties in developing a discovery plan designed to address the potential for inadvertent disclosure
of privileged or protected documents. As your team works to develop a clawback agreement particular to the needs of your case, the watchword is reasonableness as to the precautions 
undertaken to prevent inadvertent disclosure.9 Factors considered by courts in determining reasonableness include: 
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The time allotted for review and production of documents by the applicable scheduling order  

The number of documents to be reviewed and produced  

The complexity of the document extraction and collection to be undertaken in preparing for document production  

The state of the documents: hard copy versus ESI, text-readable versus non-text readable, etc.  

Whether the privilege review is to be computer assisted or conducted manually, or a combination of the two approaches  

Precautions and quality control measures to be employed if privilege review is computer or keyword assisted  

A Thorough Review of Documents  
Prior to Production 
Increasingly, practitioners are using electronic searches for responsiveness and privilege, especially in situations where discoverable materials comprise hundreds of thousands of pages. 
While electronic document review procedures can assist attorneys and clients in narrowing, culling, and identifying potentially responsive and/or privileged ESI, no electronic procedure 
or document review program can fully “review” documents in any sense of the word. Parties using such techniques should agree on electronic search terms with an adversary, should 
conduct manual “spot checks” on the searches to determine whether they are under- or over-inclusive, and should approach the tribunal to seek approval of the agreed-upon methods 
before attempting an electronic privilege review. 

Although the amount and scope of documents that are reviewed manually may vary by the type of case, and despite the speed with which documents need to be produced or the 
volume of documents being dealt with, best practice dictates, and the cases decided to date suggest, that a manual review of documents for privilege or work-product protection 
included as part of the ESI review process will best position a party for the recovery of documents inadvertently produced to an adversary. 

This likelihood is increased, as highlighted above, by incorporating the clawback agreement into a court order. Parties should also be ready to educate opposing counsel and the court as
to the discovery measures to be undertaken, the risks associated therewith, and the steps necessary to minimize inadvertent production as a result of those risks. By integrating these 
best practices, the parties can increase the likelihood that a court will order the return of any inadvertently produced privileged or protected documents. 

Mintz Levin’s Electronic Discovery  
Practice Group 
Mintz Levin’s electronic discovery practice group is comprised of a multidisciplinary team of attorneys and information technology professionals dedicated to finding innovative solutions 
to each client’s electronic discovery needs and the demands of each litigation or document production. By employing cutting-edge technology, in-house document management and 
review software, and maintaining a close relationship with vendors and third parties associated with the electronic discovery process, the electronic discovery practice group is able to 
adapt to the ever-changing landscape of electronic discovery and ensures that our solutions comport with the unique discovery requirements and client expectations associated with 
each matter. 
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